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ABSTRACT

For information workers, maintaining high productivity
relies on timely task resumption after interruptions, which
are frequent. However, people’s task resumption ability is
compromised by disruptive environments and human
cognitive limitations. We propose that a helpful
intervention is to provide visual feedback about the
duration of a suspended task. Results from a controlled
study show significantly shorter average off-task time by
adding visual feedback. Further, using emotionally
attachable visual objects in the visualization has the
additional benefit of decreasing off-task time without
increasing stress. Punishment-oriented persuasion
strategies produced faster resumption, but also caused
higher stress levels. Combined with other related results,
we discuss the implications for design as well directions
for future study.
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INTRODUCTION

Information exchange and task coordination are often
achieved by group members interrupting each other
through
face-to-face
or
computer-mediated
communication. At any moment of work, among all the
tasks a person is involved in, there typically is a set of
primary tasks that are of higher priority and demand more
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cognitive control and attentiveness to produce meaningful
results. To maintain workflow, workers need to resume
primary tasks in a timely fashion after an interruption,
whether from a team member or self-initiated. However,
task resumption is becoming increasingly difficult given
the fragmentation of work [19]. For example, O’Connaill
and Frohlich [39] found that 41% of the time interrupted
workers failed to resume their original tasks. For group
work, failure to resume tasks is not only directly attributed
to unmanaged group interruptions, but also in turn impedes
the completion of cooperative work. After all, it is these
individuals who need to manage his/her own share of work
and keep up with schedules in order to collectively advance
the group’s work. Thus, a successful and efficient
cooperative environment should also incorporate assistive
techniques that maintain personal working efficiency
within the inevitable interruptions associated with group
work.
To study potential interventions, the purpose of this study
is to test whether providing visual feedback regarding the
duration of task suspension can improve primary task
resumption. Providing dynamic visual cues indicating the
length of the task suspension helps a worker become more
aware of it and its implications. The visual feedback serves
two primary purposes: 1) reminding the worker of the
existence of the suspended task and its status and 2)
motivating an immediate resumption of the suspended task.
RELATED WORK
Interruption at workplaces

Researchers of communication and
workplace
interruptions have been studying their negative effects for
many years [12, 36]. Not only do interruptions create
difficulties for maintaining task flow, they also cause stress
and frustration [36]. Constant interruptions often lead to
discontinuity of primary tasks [39] and procrastination [27].
Existing intervention methods in group work contexts
include minimizing occurrences of interruptions by either
controlling notifications [24] or broadcasting the
individual's availability in order to regulate mutual
interruptions between group members [13]. However,
filtering or delaying the arrival of interruptions could result
in missing important messages and losing the optimal
timing for dealing with the interruptions.
In addition, researchers also identify an equally if not more
significant type of interruption: self-initiated interruptions

[14]. Self-interruptions are initiated by internal causes
rather than explicit external sources. A previous study
indicates that self-interruptions are more disruptive than
external ones [14]. Since self-interruptions do not have
explicit sources, it becomes very difficult to suppress them
by managing the sources, which are inside the human mind.
Thus it is proposed that an alternative approach is to help
task resumption regardless of its source. Previous designs
in supporting task resumption focus on preserving and
resuming context of the original task to enhance goal
retrieval from memory [15, 18]. These attempts try to ease
the transition by providing some kind of memory aid.
Though it is important to support goal retrieval, it neglects
to address other relevant problems behind failed
resumption: missing the resumption cues and the lack of
motivation for resumption. These issues apply equally to
external and self-interruptions.
Failure to resume at the right time

Common to both external and self-interruptions, a critical
moment in an interruption cycle is when the interrupting
task is completed, or its urgency has been contained, and
thus the person is supposed to return to primary tasks.
However, numerous factors influence a worker’s decision
making at this moment, including environmental
characteristics and individuals’ cognitive limitations.
Subtle Cues

Firstly, the opportune timing for resumption is usually not
well defined. For example, a person browsing Facebook
feeds often does not have a clear cue signaling the proper
end of the activity. On the other hand, ending a
conversation and hanging-up the phone clearly signals the
end of a phone call interruption. In cases like Facebook
browsing, it often depends on the person to be aware of the
time to end that task. Different people have different ways
of defining how much time is too much for deferring task
resumption. In other cases, interruptions are cascaded in
such a way that resumption cues for previous interruptions
are shadowed by new interruptions and old interruptions
are never returned to [35].
Ego Depletion

Secondly, people need to be sufficiently alert to cues and
fully motivated to control their behaviors to complete the
resumption. Research in self-control indicates that this
critical cognitive resource for self-regulation diminishes
over time, which is coined as “Ego Depletion” by
Baumeister and colleagues [1]. Inzlicht and Schmeichel
[23] further reveals that lack of motivation and dampening
of attention are the culprits for the failure of self-control.
When people are less motivated to exert self-control, they
pay more attention to cues that meet their predominant
response tendencies. With low motivation and divided
attention, especially at later stages of task execution,
information workers become more susceptible to impulsive
tendencies to go off-task.

Disruptive Environment

Thirdly, working environments nowadays increasingly
enable self-indulgence, which does a disservice to selfregulation. Part of the reason why resumption cues are too
subtle to catch can be attributed to the principles of modern
information system design, which emphasize capturing
user attention and indulging continuous browsing [38].
Techniques like push notifications, shortcuts, and related
links all try to encourage frequent visits and extended stays
on these information services, which in many cases are
entirely off-task. Group working environments such as
open cubicles also result in a higher interruption rate [14].
Visual Feedback

Based on these previous findings, a feedback mechanism
is needed to boost self-regulation when self-control
strength is low. Visual feedback works as a “discrepancyreducer” in self-control by decreasing the gap between
one’s self-control goals and actual behaviors [5]. In order
to detect such discrepancies, a monitoring process is key to
successful control [7]. Similar to the Cybernetic model in
engineering [42], this monitoring process operates on a
negative feedback loop in which feedback is given in
proportion to the discrepancy. A monitoring lapse of
neglecting a goal often leads to failure in self-control [29].
Thus it is predicted that using visual feedback that
highlights the goal and discrepancy could enhance this
monitoring process and improve self-control behaviors.
Emotionally-Attachable Objects as Motivators

Many persuasive devices or applications implement an
emotional motivator, referred to as an emotionallyattachable object. For example, UbiGarden [11] presents
an aesthetically pleasing display of a growing garden to
represent the amount and variety of the user’s exercise
activities. Fish’n’Steps [34] encourages physical activity
using an animated visualization of a fish in a tank, which
also includes other players’ fish. Designs in persuasive
computing use similar objects as a way of encouraging
target behaviors [8, 32]. To mitigate motivation loss,
amiable visual feedback encourages users to respond to an
unfavorable state of the object with the motivation to return
it to a favorable state, hence serving as a motivation for
immediate task resumption.
Persuasion Strategies

Another factor concerns the persuasion strategy for
motivation. Operant Conditioning theory in behavioral
change uses the general category of punishment" and
"reward" as two basic persuasion strategies [41].
Punishment emphasizes negative feedback for unfavorable
behaviors while reward emphasizes giving positive
feedback for favorable behaviors. This study tests which of
the two general strategies could have a larger effect on task
resumption.

METHODOLOGY
Experiment Setting

To test the effect of visual feedback on task resumption, we
implemented two forms of computer animations as visual
stimuli: a dynamically changing flower (rose) and a
traditional horizontal progress bar (See Figure 1). With a
total of 1024 frames, the flower animation changed from
being fully bloomed to withered and dying. To establish
direct comparison, the progress bar also updated in 1/1024
increments. Both flower and progress bar start at 2/3 of full
scale. Both visualizations occupied the full screen on an
extended display attached to the primary working display.
For the control group, the extended display showed an
empty black screen. Participants were told to only operate
on the primary display, leaving the extended display
unoccupied. We enforced the display to be full screen on
the extended monitor in order be consistent across groups.

from the windows that were related to primary tasks (such
as a Microsoft Word document), the more withered the
flower appeared, or the less full the progress bar became,
depending on the visualization condition. In the reward
condition, the longer a user stayed on windows that are
related to primary tasks, the more the flower blossomed or
the more the progress bar became full. The transition of
direction in both visualizations was instantaneous: the
moment a user changed the topmost window from primary
tasks to work-unrelated task, or vice versa, the direction
changed to reflect this.
The punishment and reward strategies were manipulated
by adjusting the change rate of the visualizations, as
described in Table 1. Fast animation changed at the rate of
4 frames per second while slow animation changed at the
rate of 2 frames per second.
Visualization
Flower
Progress Bar

Punishment
Slowly blossom/
Fast decay
Slowly grow/
Fast reduce

Reward
Fast blossom/
Slowly decay
Fast grow/
Slowly reduce

Table 1. Implementation of Persuasion Strategies
Calibration on the Flower Frames

Figure 1. Sample Flower Frames and Progress Bar

Our choice of using a blooming/withering flower is
inspired by and partly in accordance with design strategies
put forward by Consolvo et al [10]. A blooming/withering
flower satisfies most of their design strategies such as
Aesthetic,
Unobtrusive,
Abstract/Reflective
and
Controllable. The principle of Positive is tested as an
independent variable (Persuasion Strategy) while
Trending/Historical and Comprehensive are not fully
implemented. The deviation from some of these principles
is due to the lab-based nature of this study. Moreover,
Consolvo et al’s design strategies are drawn from projects
targeted at changing long-time lifestyles, e.g. physical
activity, while the goal of our tool is more interested in
correcting short-time task management behaviors.
Using the Windows API, we developed a logging tool that
constantly monitored the topmost window in the
participant’s primary display. This was used as an
indication of what the participant was looking at any
moment and determined whether the participant was on or
off task at that moment.
With two visualizations (Flower and Progress Bar) and two
persuasion strategies (Punishment and Reward), this
experiment has 2x2 factorial design plus the Empty
condition as a control group, receiving no visual feedback
and consequently no persuasion strategies. In the
“Punishment” condition, the longer a person was deviating

The actual difference between two neighboring frames in
the flower visualization is almost undetectable from a
human eye. However, given the change rate described
earlier, over 2~3 seconds the difference should be obvious
to participants.
To have at least a roughly linear representation of flower
florescence, we calibrated the flower image frames based
on florescence ratings from a pilot study. We selected nine
equally-spaced frames from the flower visualization with
each representing 10% increment for the whole range of
florescence from 10% blossomed to 90% blossomed. We
put these images on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)
along with images representing the two extreme states of
flowering: the fully withered and the fully blossomed,
labeled with a score of 0 and 10 respectively. We asked the
participants on AMT to rate the 9 randomly presented
frames in terms of their level of florescence in comparison
with the two extremes. In return, 52 participants from AMT
responded with their ratings. The mean values are shown
in Table 2. Though the perceived florescence did not
follow the spacing of the frames perfectly, only the
midpoint (5/10) was substantially higher than anticipated.
Actual Frame

1/10

2/10

3/10

4/10

5/10

Mean Ratings
Actual Frame

1.87
6/10

2.85
7/10

3.04
8/10

4.62
9/10

6.23

Mean Ratings

6.65

7.58

7.88

8.56

Table 2. Florescence Ratings from AMT Study

Hypotheses

Our first set of hypotheses was focused on studying
differences caused by visualizations and persuasion
strategies on time spent on off-task activities:
• H1: Participants with visual feedback (Flower or
Progress Bar) will spend shorter off-task time than
participants without visualization.
• H2: Participants with the Flower will spend shorter offtask time than participants with the Progress Bar
visualization.
We were also interested in whether participants would
perform more voluntary switching behaviors without
visual feedback. Voluntary switching activities are task
switching that are driven by their own volition, including
self-interruptions and subsequent voluntary switching after
the initial interruption.
• H3: Participants with visual feedback (Flower or
Progress Bar) will have less voluntary switching than
participants without visual feedback.
We also wanted to observe depletion effects in this study
as predicted by Ego Depletion theory, thus:
• H4: Participants will have slower task resumption in later
stages of the experimental session.
Finally, we were also interested in whether different
visualizations or persuasion strategies would cause more
psychological effects such as stress, thus:
• H5: Participants with visual feedback (Flower or
Progress Bar) will have a higher subjective stress level
than participants without visual feedback.

limitations of a laboratory setting, and to cover our true
intent of studying interruption behaviors, we framed our
study as an evaluation of new office working environments,
in which the participant would perform a typical office task:
editing Microsoft Word documents.
After reading and signing the consent form, participants
were asked to fill out a questionnaire collecting their
demographic information and social media/computer
usage. The facilitator then introduced several “new office
setting elements” to the participant, including green plants,
a new type of office chair, some newly designed lamps, and
a seat beside a large window in order to provide an outdoor
view and natural light (Figure 2). Participants in the
intervention groups were also introduced to the
visualization intervention (flower or progress bar). The
facilitator introduced each of these office setting elements
with equal emphasis and in random order. This design
intended to minimize participants’ suspicion toward the
visualization as the tool under evaluation.
The monitoring application detects inputs from the mouse
and keyboard and considers any input as legitimate as long
as the Microsoft Word windows stay on the topmost
position. This knowledge, if shared with participants
beforehand, could result in participants abusing the system
by just randomly using the keyboard/mouse to fake
productivity. Therefore we did not tell them these
operational details beforehand, but only told them that the
visualization changes based on their progress on the
primary task.

• H6: Participants receiving Punishment feedback will
have higher subjective stress levels than participants
receiving Reward feedback.
Participants

30 participants were recruited from a Midwestern
university campus via online and in-person solicitation.
Participants were randomly assigned into three
visualization groups with ten in each group. Each
participant in the intervention groups (Flower or Progress
Bar) was randomly assigned to either the Punishment or
Reward persuasion strategy, resulting in five Punishment
recipients and five Reward recipients in each of the
intervention groups. This allowed us to compare between
five independent groups: Empty, Flower/Punishment,
Flower/Reward, Progress Bar/Punishment and Progress
Bar/Reward. Each participant was compensated with a $10
Amazon gift card at the end of the study.
Procedure
Framing

It is known that people will behave differently when they
know they are being tested [6]. To increase our chances of
capturing the behaviors of interest, despite the inherent

Figure 2. Experiment Setting
Task

The primary task was editing a Word document
continuously for 40 minutes. The document was illformatted with inconsistent fonts, unaligned paragraphs,
messy tables and other features requiring editing. They
were given four such documents and asked to fill the time
by performing the editing task, but not to be concerned
about making a specific amount of progress. Participants
were told that this task is of low importance and has no
deadline. Each document was at least 20 pages long and
they were not expected to finish any of four documents.

They were reminded that neither editing quality nor speed
was important to the study. They were encouraged to relax
and perform the task at the rate and in the way they feel
comfortable. They were told that no audio or video
recording devices were implemented in the room and that
they were allowed to perform any habit they may have
when doing computer-based tasks, e.g. listening to music,
checking emails, etc. All these instructions aimed to lower
participants’ awareness of being in an experiment and
encourage spontaneous behaviors. Participants were still
reminded that the editing task is the primary goal during
the experiment and relinquishing the editing task is not
appreciated.
Interruptions

Mimicking a group work environment, distracting
interruptions were sent over Google Chat in the form of
task requests. These external interruptions forced a
baseline level of interruptions in the task in addition to
participants’ voluntary interruption behaviors such as selfinterruptions and delayed resumptions. Typical requests
included “Please go check your Facebook feeds and follow
any links or stories for as long as you like” and “Please go
check new uploads in your YouTube subscription and
watch any video you like.” All these interruption
destinations (e.g. Facebook and YouTube) were drawn
randomly from the participants’ answers to the question
regarding their most frequently visited websites in the prestudy survey. Participants were told that they did not have
to reply to the facilitator upon completing the requests. All
subsequent actions were of their own volition. This was to
eliminate the possibility that replying in the chat box would
constitute an additional resumption cue for the participants.
The logging program continuously broadcasts the
participant’s window changing activities to a web service
by sending out the window titles (not the actual content of
the windows). The facilitator in another room then was able
to monitor participants’ window-switching activities via a
browser-based client. Based on moment-by-moment
updates, the facilitator decided when to send the next
request according to the following rules: 1) if the
participant is on the editing task, wait for five minutes and
send a request; 2) if the participant is off task, do not send
requests; 3) when the participant resumes the editing task,
reset the timer and wait for another five minutes to send the
next interruption; 4) if the participant self-interrupts and
goes off task before the five minute timer is up, stop the
timer and wait for the participant to resume on his/her own.
Both the logging and monitoring program were not
revealed to the participant until the end of the study. At the
end of the study we had signed consent from participants
to allow us to use the log file after the file was reviewed by
the participants. No participants requested any deletion of
entries from the log files.

Pre- and post-tests

Before the editing task, each participant went through a
five-minute digit-span test. A digit-span test asks subjects
to repeat a sequence of digits immediately after seeing the
sequence. The digit-span tests were used to deliberately
deplete participants’ cognitive resources before entering
the actual experiment. As adopted in Ego Depletion studies
[31], this technique is used to make the depletion effect
more detectable.
After the editing task, participants were asked to fill out a
modified NASA TLX [20], with one additional question
about self-reported stress level, as used by Mark and
colleagues [36]. Participants also rated how much they
liked the visualization after the study. The study concluded
with a semi-structured interview about the participant’s
experience using the tool, their motivations behind
interruption behaviors, and their general impression toward
the visualizations.
DATA COLLECTION

The logging tool captures all the window-switching
activities and writes all activities into a file. Each entry
contains the timestamp of the switching as well as the title
of the current topmost window. This log file provides the
ability to determine if a participant is on or off of the
editing task at any moment of the study. Two measures
were extracted from the log files as dependent variables:
Average Off-task Time (AOT): For each participant, we
computed the average duration of off-task time as a
measure of primary task resumption speed. This quantity
was calculated by dividing their total off-task time by the
number of window-switches away from Microsoft Word to
other windows. Incidents where the participant peeked at
other windows and switched right back to the editing task
within 10 seconds were excluded. This is based on the
observation from the data that a task deviation that lasts
shorter than 10 seconds usually ends at the Google Chat
window. This suggested that such deviations were intended
at checking for new requests, rather than leaving the editing
task. AOT is preferable to using total off-task time as a
measure of resumption speed because the total duration of
the experiment varied from participant to participant due to
the off-task time being open-ended. The five minute limit
for on-task time before an interruption created a floor effect
where even the most efficient workers suffered a baseline
penalty without being rewarded for remaining on-task for
the full duration.
Voluntary Switching (VS): For each participant, we
counted the incidents of window switching that were
driven by their own volition. Specifically, we counted the
number of different webpages a participant visited other
than the websites requested by the facilitator. This includes
all the subsequent visited websites after an initial
interruption as well as all the target websites visited by selfinitiated interruptions.

Overall, participants spent on average 45.0% (M = 0.45, SD
= 0.15) of time off tasks which amounts to about 18
minutes of off task time if we normalize total experiment
time to 40 minutes. The mean AOT across all groups was
169 (M = 169.46, SD = 111.50) seconds. On average,
participants made 114 (M = 114.0, SD = 82.37) window
switches. Participants made 8.53 (M = 8.53, SD = 3.55)
switches away from the editing task. Of those switches, a
mean of 4.86 (M = 4.86, SD = 2.23) were self-initiated.
Average Off-task Time (AOT)

AVERAGE OFF-TASK TIME
(SEC)

One-way ANOVA on five between-subject groups
revealed significant differences of AOT 1 across the groups
(F(4, 20) = 3.21, p < 0.05). Planned contrasts showed the
Empty group (M = 249.60, SE = 43.81) had significant
higher AOT than the rest of the groups (t(20) = -2.72, p <
0.05), confirming H1 that providing the visualization
significant shortens average off-task time compared to the
control. Further, Flower group’s AOT (M = 119.03, SE =
15.35) was also significantly shorter than that of Empty
group (t(20) = -2.64, p < 0.05). Progress Bar (M = 139.76,
SE = 27.51) also produced a significantly shorter AOT than
the Empty group (t(20) = -2.32, p < 0.05), but the Flower
and Progress Bar did not have a significantly different
AOT (t(20) = 0.40, ns). This rejects H2 and indicates that
the Progress Bar and Flower are not significantly different
in term of resumption effectiveness. Figure 3 illustrates
AOT among the three groups. The fact that having a
visualization produced lower AOT is partially supported in
interview data. For example, P24 mentioned: “As soon as
I see the petals get a little brown edge, I jump back to the
Word. I want to keep it normal!”
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Even though there was no significant interaction effect
between visualization and persuasion strategy, Figure 5
shows that the Progress Bar is marginally more sensitive to
persuasion strategies.
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Figure 4. AOT between Persuasion Strategies
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Figure 5. Interaction between Visualization and Persuasion
Strategy on AOT
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Factorial ANOVA on gender and visualization failed to
find a significant main effect of gender or interaction effect
of gender and visualizations in terms of average off-task
time.
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Figure 3. AOT across Visualization Groups

For persuasion strategies in the intervention groups, a twoway Factorial (2x2) ANOVA of both visualizations
(excluding Empty) and persuasion strategy revealed a
significant main effect of persuasion strategy (F(2, 16) =

1

200
AVERAGE OFF-TASK
TIME(SEC)

Task Switching:

11.04, p < 0.05), but no significant main effect of
visualization and no significant interaction effect between
the two. Regardless of visualization, Reward (M = 170.23,
SE = 21.07) produced significantly longer AOT than
Punishment (M = 88.56, SE = 14.20). Figure 4 shows the
AOT between two strategies.

Average Off-task Time
(SEC)

RESULTS

AOT was log10 transformed for a normal distribution.

To investigate the depletion effect over time, we extracted
all off-task time (OT) from log files. We also calculated the
time into the study for each entry based on the timestamps.
A multiple regression was run to predict OT from time and
visualization type. Both variables significantly predicted
OT, F(2, 253) = 5.89, p < .005, and both added
significantly to the prediction, p < .05. Time’s β = 0.26,
meaning that regardless of the visualization type, OT

Voluntary Switching (VS)

The mean number of voluntary switches was 34.7 (SE =
4.06) for the Flower group, 30.5 (SE = 3.52) for the
Progress Bar group, and 42.0 (SE = 4.60) for the Empty
Group. In terms of persuasion strategy, the mean VS was
31.3 (SE = 3.61) for the Punishment group and 33.9 (SE =
4.05) for the Reward group. The number of voluntary
switches was not significant across the five groups based
on one-way ANOVA (F(4, 20) = 1.86, ns). Excluding the
Empty group, a two-way factorial ANOVA of visualization
and persuasion strategy also failed to find significant
results (F(3,16) = 0.516, ns). This result rejects H3 and
concludes that there is no significant difference in terms of
voluntary switching across visualization groups.
Subjective Workload
Subjective Stress

In answering the stress related question in the NASA TLX
questionnaire (“How stressed do you feel throughout the
task?”), the Flower group produced the lowest subjective
stress level (M = 2.40, SE = 0.50), followed by the Empty
group (M = 2.70, SE = 0.63), and the Progress Bar group
with highest subjective stress level (M = 9.20, SE = 1.78).
Non-normal distribution of subjective stress level required
nonparametric analysis (Kruskal-Wallis), which indicated
there was a significant subjective stress level difference
across the three visualization groups (H(2) = 11.23, p <
0.05). Mann-Whitney tests were used to perform pair-wise
comparisons using a Bonferroni corrected significance
level of .0167 (3 comparisons). The Flower group’s
subjective stress level was significantly lower than the
Progress Bar group (U = 12.00, p < .0167). The Empty
group’s subjective stress was also significantly lower than
Progress Bar group (U = 13.50, p < .0167). The difference
of subjective stress levels between the Flower group and
Empty group was not significant. This rejected H5 but also
shows that the Progress Bar elicited higher stress levels
than other two visualizations. Figure 7 shows subjective
stress across the three visualization groups.

SUBJECTIVE STRESS
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Figure 7. Subjective Stress across Visualization groups

A Mann-Whitney test also revealed that within the
intervention groups, the Punishment strategy produced
significant higher subjective stress levels (M = 8.20, SE =
1.96) than the Reward strategy (M = 3.40, SE = 0.92;
Mann-Whitney’s U = 23.50, p < 0.05). This result confirms
H6 that Punishment recipients have higher stress levels
than Reward recipients. Figure 8 shows the subjective
stress level between persuasion strategies. In our interview,
P18 confirmed the result that Punishment produced higher
stress level by saying: “I feel like the flower’s speed of
decaying is faster than recovering and it made me more
nervous”.

SUBJECTIVE STRESS

increases over time. There was no significant interaction
between visualization and time into the study.
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Figure 8. Subjective Stress between Persuasion Strategies
Subjective Time Pressure

For the survey question regarding time pressure (“How
hurried were you while doing the task?”), visualization
types did not have a significant effect on subjective time
pressure. However, persuasion strategy did: Punishment
produced a significantly higher self-reported time pressure
(M = 9.30, SE = 1.71) than the Reward strategy (M = 2.80,
SE = 0.65; Mann-Whitney’s U = 13.50, p < 0.05).
Subjective Likability and Gender

Even though gender and visualization did not have a
significant interaction effect on AOT performance, they
did have significant interaction effect on self-reported
liking of the visualization in post-test survey. Factorial
ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect between
visualization and gender (F(3,16) = 17.74, p < 0.05).
Specifically, male participants rated both the Progress Bar
(M = 3.14, SE = 0.55) and Flower (M = 3.00, SE = 0.649)
similarly, while female participants liked the Flower
visualization significantly higher (M = 5.80, SE = 0.65)
than the Progress Bar (M = 2.00, SE = 0.84). Participant 19
(Male) confirmed his preference toward the progress bar
by saying that “it gives direct feedback and I can see where
I am clearly.”
DISCUSSION
On Visualization

The significant difference of AOT across visualization
groups indicates that providing visual feedback helps

participants return to tasks faster. Even though the Flower
group produced a somewhat lower mean AOT than the
Progress Bar group, the effect of adding an emotionally
attachable element like the flower does not significantly
help. On the other hand, the Progress Bar elicited a
significantly higher level of subjective stress than the
Flower intervention, indicating that in the long run,
immediate and direct feedback such as a progress bar could
wear people out. It is thus recommended that amiable and
emotionally attachable visualizations could achieve a
similar level of effectiveness in boosting task resumption
while creating less stress on users. However, due to the
limitations of a lab-based study, how well these
visualizations could support long-term use needs to be
further studied in a real workplace environment.
On Persuasion Strategy

The punishment strategy produced significantly faster
resumption while also inducing significantly higher
subjective stress levels and subjective time pressure. This
result shows the double-bladed effect of using the
punishment method: it has higher effectiveness but also
creates higher pressure on users. The Reward group’s
lower stress level and time pressure as well as longer offtask time may be explained by some information gathered
in the post-test interview. Many Reward recipients
mentioned the opportunities of “taking a breath” granted
by the Reward intervention. Once they attained a high level
with the visualization (almost fully blossomed flower or
almost full progress bar), they gave themselves a license to
take a break by visiting non-work related websites. Since
the reduction of the progress bar or flower is much faster
in the Punishment condition, those participants did not
perceive themselves as having this license. This “selflicensing” behavior is often seen as a motivation deficit or
justification for immediate gratification and overindulgence [16]. Designing for a relaxing condition like
Reward requires vigilance for excessive self-licensing
behaviors and must balance the manipulation between
encouraging high concentration and allowing mental and
physical relaxation. The result from this study also gives
evidence as to why the reward strategy could help
persuasive technology’s continuous use, as predicted by
Consolvo et al [10].
On Depletion Effect

As predicted by Ego Depletion theory [1], a depletion
effect on AOT was observed over time for all groups. Thus
H4 is confirmed. However, no significant interaction was
found between the time into the study and the visualization
type. Further study is still needed to investigate how visual
feedback could influence the depletion effect.
On Voluntary Switching

The analysis on voluntary switching did not yield
significant results. This is probably due to the relatively
small sample size and limited study time (40 minutes on
average). It might also have to do with the fact that some
websites are better at grasping user attention and making

users stay (e.g. YouTube) than others and that is why the
significant results in AOT is not reflected on the number of
webpages visited.
On Taking Breaks

It is worth noting that tools such as these that continuously
encourage people to get back to work should not prohibit
taking breaks during working hours. Numerous studies
indicate the benefits of taking breaks at workplaces [21, 26].
Research in attention restoration advocates taking breaks
as a way of replenishing attention resources [2]. However,
for more and more information workers, taking breaks
often means visiting non-work-related websites, which
tend not to replenish cognitive resources, compared to
restorative activities such as taking a stroll in the park [4].
As predicted by previous research, visiting these websites
as a way of taking breaks is counterproductive in
replenishing cognitive resource. Firstly, these websites are
what Kaplan and colleagues refer to as hard fascinations
that fixate one’s attention and disallow any reflection about
anything else. Thus they are less effective in attention
restoration [30]. On the contrary, soft fascinations are
natural objects such as flowers, plants, or woods that
promote reflection on other things and are validated ways
of attention restoration. Secondly, Zeigarnik shows that
unfinished issues could persist in memory [44]. These
attention residues [33] create interferences with normal
task execution by disrupting cognitive functioning [3, 28].
It is recommended that visual feedback be integrated with
scheduled breaks to produce a sustainable working flow.
On Multitasking Tendencies

Ophir et al [40] aims to debunk the myth of multitasking
efficiency in the digital age. Their work recognizes that
people are not as good at multitasking as they think they
are, especially given the saturation of information in
today’s world. Their results indicate that heavy media
multitaskers are habituated to “explorative” rather than
“exploitative” ways of information processing and they are
more attracted to off-task stimuli. This means they are
more likely to be disrupted by the external environment
and more likely to interrupt themselves to explore novel
stimuli.
Therefore, based on Ophir et al’s results and those learned
from this study, an intervention for heavy media
multitaskers could aim to limit the extent of this
“explorative” way of information processing by providing
visual feedback reminding them about the extent and
duration of off-task behaviors. This will narrow their
attention allocation to more important tasks. In other words,
for multitaskers, tools like those in this study serve as a
container that prevents irrational time and attention
allocation to secondary or irrelevant tasks.
Design Implications

The effectiveness of providing visual feedback is
confirmed in this study. The insignificant AOT differences

between the Flower and Progress Bar shows that either
dynamic cue can effectively remind and motivate task
resumption. In addition, rewarding strategies are
potentially more suitable for long time use since they
produced lower stress level, as recommended by [10].
Confirming the visualization likability results, our
interview data identified a theme of male participants
reacting rather lukewarm toward the Flower visualizations.
This indicates potential individual differences in terms of
acceptance of different visualizations. Previous studies
confirmed that in persuasive computing, designers should
consider gender as a factor in persuasive design [43]. For
long-term use in real-life work environments, different
people will respond differently to visualizations as
motivators [10]. It is important to match individual
differences to maximize the motivation effect, or offer
customizations that improve effectiveness.
A higher-level design suggestion is to recognize the
differences between two modes of operating a computer:
recreational and serious working. System designers should
take into account the human cognition characteristics under
the two modes and provide support accordingly.
LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
Task Urgency

One of the side-effects of this framing was misrepresenting
real-life behaviors. 13 out of the 30 participants mentioned
in their interview that if they knew the task was urgent, they
would have spent much less time on irrelevant tasks and
focus more on the editing task. Indeed, task urgency can
increase rate of task completion [9]. Thus the results of this
study do not directly apply to contexts with high task
urgency, whose effects on motivation for task completion
could be large enough such that visual feedback is
unnecessary. Further studies are needed to explore how
external factors such as task urgency would enhance or
diminish the effect of visual feedback on the rate of task
resumption.
On the other side, because of the large effect of task
urgency on task resumption and in order to prevent task
urgency from masking the effect caused by visual feedback,
we had to bring every participant down to a similar lowlevel task urgency in order to observe how visual feedback
alone could influence the resumption efficiency.
Moreover, the results of this study still have validity in
certain circumstances. First, workers whose tasks are not
deadline-driven depend more on self-regulation capacity
than task characteristics to manage interruptions and
resumptions. Second, claiming that situational differences
would alter their behaviors does not stand as an excuse for
self-control failure in general non-urgent scenarios, which
characterizes much of routine office work. Lastly, delaying
a task to the last minute to increase its urgency is a common
type of procrastination behavior identified by researchers

as Arousal Procrastination [17], which is an extreme
example of over-dependence on deadlines.
Complex Real-life Interruptions

We recognize the complexity of real-life interruptions and
their formation [35]. In particular, interruptions are often
interleaved and the setting of primary tasks often changes
over time. This study demonstrated the efficacy of visual
feedback in a simplified context and may not be fully
replicable when faced with the complexity in realscenarios.
However, we can still see the potential even with this
complexity: as long as there is some relative difference of
importance among tasks, more sophisticated tools can be
built which intelligently learn about the environment and
adjust the settings to accommodate this complexity.
Examples include dynamically detecting the primary tasks
or pausing the feedback upon important immediate
interruptions. Other projects demonstrate the potential of
systems that are able to learn about working environments
such as [22] and [25].
Sources of Interruptions

Real-life interruptions are not always coming from chatbased communication like this study. As described earlier,
some interruptions have explicit cues for resumption while
others do not. Thus some interruptions are inherently easier
to conclude, e.g. phone call vs. visiting Facebook. Thus
the effect of visual feedback should be more pronounced
for wrapping up interruptions that are more open-ended.
Limited Sample Size

The limited number of participants prevented us from
arriving at other interesting conclusions such as gender
differences, voluntary switching behaviors, and the effect
on mental workload. These factors remain to be
investigated in future studies with larger sample sizes.
Future Work

Follow-up studies are applying field research methods and
investigating the usage of such tools in real-life settings. A
diary-based study recording daily use of the tool will
enable a deeper understanding of the problems of
interruptions in collaborative work settings and produce
robust designs for addressing them. Natural settings give
us opportunities to investigate contextual influences on
task resumptions. Such context variables could be: task
urgency, task completion level, time of day, nature of the
task, and others.
In regard to supporting group motivation, this tool also
could be extended to involve multiple group members
competing with each other by sharing each other’s
visualizations. Such effort in gamifying working spaces
has seen positive results [37].
CONCLUSION

Disruptive environments and cognition limitations delay
timely task resumption after interruptions. The results of
this study suggest that the use of visual feedback on task

suspension can function as an effective intervention to help
people resume tasks more gracefully and efficiently.
Results also show the efficacy of using emotionally
attachable objects of both reducing off-task time and
controlling stress level. However, further studies are
needed to address individual differences on responsiveness
to visual persuasion to maximize its effectiveness. Lastly,
future work must investigate the effectiveness of this
intervention on long-term use and whether it is best used
on an ongoing basis, or if it may function most effectively
as a tool to train more productive behaviors, and then be
discontinued.
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